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Abstract

The search for miniaturized components for nonlinear optical processes needs a way

to overcome the e�ciency loss due to the e�ective size reduction of the active medium.

We investigate here a combination of a nanosized nonlinear dielectric crystal and metal-

lic nanoantennas that bene�ts from both the intrinsic nonlinear conversion e�ciency of

the nonlinear medium and the local-�eld enhancement of plasmonic resonances in metal-

lic nanostructures. Careful comparison between experiments and numerical simulations

reveals that the observed 10 to 1000 fold enhancement in Second Harmonic Genera-

tion intensity between isolated elements and their hybrid structure can be attributed

unequivocally to the �eld enhancement e�ect of plasmonic resonances on the nonlinear

crystal for gold - crystal structures, while the enhancement observed in aluminum-based

hybrid structures is attributed to linear dielectric e�ect on the plasmonic antennas.
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Introduction

Nonlinear optical phenomena are at the core of many applications ranging from secure com-

munication cryptography1,2 to frequency conversion3,4 and quantum computing.5�7 Recent

research works have focused on miniaturizing core elements, searching for ways to compensate

the e�ciency drop when the active medium reaches a sub-micron scale, such as waveguides8

or plasmonic structures.9 This kind of object uses local �eld enhancement e�ects of plas-

monic resonances in a nanoparticle to magnify nonlinear e�ciency and far-�eld coupling

within a dielectric material placed in its vicinity. By tailoring the shape and size of the

plasmonic nanostructure, it is possible to obtain resonant behavior at several wavelengths

simultaneously,10 theoretically improving even more the conversion e�ciency of frequency

conversion processes (sum-frequency generation or down-conversion alike).

Several experiments have been reported in the last decades, which apply this principle to

so-called hybrid structures, associating the intrinsic nonlinear e�ciency of dielectric materi-

als with the resonant behavior of plasmonic structures. These include gold dimer plasmonic

antennas with (centrosymmetric) ITO particle11,12 for Third Harmonic Generation enhance-

ment. In these studies, ensemble measurements show maximum enhancement of a factor

2 with respect to bare antennas signal, attributed to dielectric environment change around

the antennas,11 while individual measurements show a 16-fold enhancement with respect to

the antennas and 106-fold versus the bare ITO particle, this time attributed to the local

�eld enhancement inside the ITO particle.12 Regarding second-order nonlinear processes,

experiments include core-shell particles,13,14 dielectric nanowires and plasmonic particle ar-

rays,15 or controlled successive deposition of colloidal particles into an array of nano-holes
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on a substrate.16 However, although these structures have indeed shown an improved non-

linear e�ciency with respect to an isolated plasmonic or a dielectric nano-object, doubts

have been expressed on the actual origin of this enhancement, with some results indicating

that nonlinear e�ects within plasmonic structures alone actually overcome those of dielectric

materials.17,18

In this work we experimentally identify the origin of Second Harmonic Generation (SHG)

e�ciency enhancement within individual hybrid nanostructures by carefully comparing the

response of each sub-component to that of the hybrid systems, for two di�erent plasmonic

materials, gold or aluminum. Unique fabrication method as well as versatile, computer-

controlled experimental setup have been developed to get as controlled and reproducible

experimental conditions as possible. Quantitative numerical simulations based on Finite

Element Method (FEM) enable us to compare the nonlinear contribution of each component

separately without any adjusting parameter, thus helping to interpret the experimental data

and to pinpoint the exact role of each nano-object on the nonlinear behavior of the whole

hybrid system.

Results and discussion

Metallic �lms and nanoparticles have been known to have a second order nonlinear response

since the discovery of laser light.19,20 Because metals have a centrosymmetric structure,

classical bulk description of second order nonlinear e�ects cannot be applied, and other

explanations have to be found for the origin of their nonlinearity. Two main contributions to

the nonlinear polarisation have been identi�ed,21 one being the breaking of centrosymmetry

at the surface of metals, which gives rise to a surface nonlinear polarisation ~Psurf,⊥(~r, 2ω)

under an electromagnetic excitation ~E(~r, ω) of the form:

~Psurf,⊥(~r, 2ω) = χ⊥⊥⊥E⊥(~r, ω)E⊥(~r, ω)~n (1)
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where ~n is the unitary vector normal to the surface at point ~r and E⊥ is the projection of ~E

along this direction. The second one can be found by using a hydrodynamic model for the

equation of motion of a conduction electron in the metal,22 which leads to another term of

nonlinear polarisation within the bulk of the metal:

~Pbulk(~r, 2ω) = γbulk∇.[ ~E(~r, ω). ~E(~r, ω)] (2)

Here, ~E and ~Pbulk are evaluated inside the metal, while ~Psurf,⊥ is evaluated just outside the

metal. Following the treatment of Sipe et al.,22 the nonlinear coe�cients χ⊥⊥⊥ and γbulk are

de�ned in our model and simulations by:21

χ⊥⊥⊥ = −a
4
[εr(ω)− 1]

eε0
mω2

(3)

γbulk = −
d

8
[εr(ω)− 1]

eε0
mω2

(4)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, εr the relative permittivity of the metal, m and e

the mass and charge of the electron respectively, and a and d the adimensional Rudnick

and Stern parameters.23 We use values of these parameters taken from the literature24,25

in order to get quantitative predictions in terms of photons/s that can then be directly

compared with experiments without any adjustable free parameter. This enables us to

discriminate the e�ect of di�erent contributions, in order to verify which one dominates in a

given metallic nanostructure and to predict (double) resonant behavior.10 As such, surface

contribution (coe�cient a) has been shown to dominate in aluminum structures, whereas

bulk contribution (coe�cient d) dominates in gold lithographed �lms.25 In this study, only

the dominant nonlinear contribution is considered for each metal (Al, Au), which can then

be compared directly with other nonlinear sources.

At this stage, several fabrication strategies have been proposed and tried in the liter-

ature to make hybrid systems. Among them, the most commonly used is electron beam

lithography, especially for linear or third-order nonlinear e�ects with Indium Tin Oxide12 or
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Silicium.26 However, to the best of our knowledge, no second order materials can be grown

by epitaxy or sputtering on a substrate, although a technique using a patterned substrate of

nonlinear material (gallium arsenide27 or lithium niobate28) has been demonstrated to make

gold ring �lled with the active medium, with the drawback of an optically active substrate.

Colloidal systems have also been developed and studied with spherical particles, for example

with gold and BaTiO3.
16 Another way is to manipulate nanoparticles with a metal-coated

AFM tip under a Scanning Electron Microscope,29 though a conducting substrate and non-

electrosensitive material are then required. Finally, one technique consists in de�ning holes

in a resist layer on top of a substrate with pre-existing plasmonic structures, after which

nonlinear crystals are dispersed on the sample before resist removal, such that only the crys-

tals inside the holes remain.18 The main drawback is that the orientation of these crystals is

not known, even though it is critical to give an estimate of the enhancement factor. Our ap-

proach is the opposite of the last method: instead of putting the crystal between pre-existing

plasmonic antennas, we study each nonlinear particle before adding a plasmonic structure

around it with optimal parameters (gap, size) according to simulations.

In the structures investigated here, a single nanocrystal made of nonlinear material is

inserted between two antennas with the same design, either in gold or aluminum. [ADD

JUSTIFICATION ON THE CHOICE OF DIMER?] The crystal itself has to meet several

criteria to be used in our experiments. For this study, we have chosen potassium titanyl-

phosphate (KTP) nano-sized crystals30,31 (∼80±20 nm in diameter), mainly because of their

transparency range including the near UV, their high nonlinear e�ciency and robustness

against high temperature, hygrometry, optical power and electron beams.3,32 Under an in-

coming electromagnetic excitation ~E at frequency ω, a non-centrosymmetric material shows

a second order nonlinear polarization of the form:

P
(2)
i (2ω;ω, ω, ~r) = ε0

∑
j,k

χ
(2)
ijk(2ω;ω, ω)Ej(ω,~r)Ek(ω,~r) (5)
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where i, j, k represent the polarization directions following the crystallographic axes (x′,y′,z′).

Like most nonlinear materials, KTP has an anisotropic nonlinear response that is best stim-

ulated if the incoming light is polarized along a speci�c crystallographic direction, in this

case the z′ axis. In order to make a hybrid structure optimized for SHG, it is then necessary

to determine the 3-dimensional crystallographic orientation to obtain the highest possible

nonlinear response. Other studies have been made on individual KTP nanocrystals in SHG,

including a technique based on far-�eld polarization measurement31 to determine the orien-

tation of the nonlinear susceptibility tensor of any crystal in the laboratory referential frame

through its Euler angles. Figure 1 represents the typical di�erent steps carried out on each

nanocrystal with a pulsed 850 nm laser excitation beam focused through an immersion oil

objective onto the sample (see Experimental section for details). The excitation cartography

in Figure 1(a) is obtained by scanning the sample with respect to the optical axis of the laser

and collecting the emitted nonlinear intensity in the far-�eld through the same objective.

The high numerical aperture (NA=1.3) of the objective yields a resolution of about 330 nm

in excitation and half of it at the harmonic wavelength, which guarantees observations at

the single particle level.
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Figure 1: Single KTP nanocrystal analysis in SHG following previous works.31,33 (a) SHG
excitation cartography of an individual crystal whose SEM image is shown in insert (scale
bar: 200 nm for both images). (b) SHG response in photons/s (with 100 µW of average
excitation power) with respect to the linear excitation polarization angle from x axis, which
can be used to �nd its 3 dimensional crystalline orientation through its Euler angles de�ned
in (c); in the displayed case, most �tting simulation has (ϑ, φ, ψ)=(50◦,130◦,20◦) in the
laboratory reference frame.
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Following the method developped in33 and already applied to KTP,31 we plot in Figure

1(b) an analysis of the SHG response as a function of the excitation polarization. In ad-

dition, analytic simulations have been run for many combinations of Euler angles, taking

into account the full nonlinear tensor of KTP as well as the strong focusing and dielectric

e�ects; the normalized simulation which is the closest to the data then gives each crystal

Euler angles as de�ned in (c) (see Supporting Information 1). This information can then

be integrated into numerical simulations to �nd the orientation of plasmonic antennas that

optimizes the nonlinear e�ciency of the hybrid system.

In accordance with our objective to compare the nonlinear response of each component

of the hybrid structure taken individually, we adopted a step-by-step approach: after per-

forming SHG polarization analysis on 122 individual crystals, optimized plasmonic antennas

are fabricated in the vicinity of each of them with the required angle and geometry by elec-

tron beam lithography (see Experimental section). Scanning Electronic Microscopy (SEM)

realignment technique enables us to get an alignment precision of the order of 20-30 nm on

the absolute position of the antennas, thus allowing for embedding a single nanocrystal in

the gap between two Al or Au antennas.

(b) (c)(a)

Lx

gx
2R

Figure 2: (a) Scheme of the sample design with relevant parameters referenced in the text.
Gold reference marks are in brown, aluminum antennas in grey and KTP nanocrystals in
green. (b) Dark �eld optical image of a sample after e-beam lithography with visible reference
structures for nanofabrication quality check, with (c) a detailed SEM view of an hybrid gold-
KTP structure (bottom-left corner). Scale bar: 200 nm.

The design of the sample is represented on the scheme of �gure 2(a). Au alignment

marks were fabricated along a 10-µm stepped grid during a �rst lithography step to serve
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as reference points for SEM realignment, after which KTP nanocrystals were spin-coated

before SHG study and SEM imaging of more than 100 individual nanocrystals to get their

coordinates in the sample frame. After this thorough step, another electronic lithography

step was used to fabricate the plasmonic antennas with desired parameters (angle, size, gap,

position) around the crystal. During this step, plasmonic antennas with the same design

were also realized nearby to get a nonlinear intensity reference without the crystal in the

gap. Figure 2(b) shows dark-�eld optical image of the obtained sample, where Au antennas

have been lithographed between alignment marks, while �gure 2(c) shows a higher resolution

SEM image. The hybrid structure is clearly seen at the bottom left of the SEM image, while

replicas with identical fabrication parameters are located on the right without crystal.
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Figure 3: (a) SEM images of i. Al-KTP hybrid, ii. Al-KTP hybrid made with unfocused
e-beam, iii. Au-KTP hybrid. Scale bar: 100 nm. (b) Ratio between the SHG of the hybrid
structures and of the bare antennas with respect to the latter. (c) Statistics of the SHG
enhancement ratio between hybrid and its bare crystal for di�erent kinds of structures with
respect to the bare crystal intensity.

The antenna parameters are determined from SEM images of the hybrid structures.

Three sets of systems have been realized as shown in �gure 3(a): i. Al-KTP structures

in close agreement with the targeted geometry, ii. Al-KTP with elliptical antennas due

to an unfocussed e-beam and iii. Au-KTP structures also close to the targeted geometry.

An average 110 nm width and 145 nm length have been measured for the antennas of the

sets i. and iii., while corresponding total gap distances are of the order of the diameter of

the crystal plus 20 nm. In the case of set ii., the aluminum antennas have more elliptical

shapes closer to 140 nm width by 190 nm length. Their gap distance is closer to the crystal
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diameter, sometimes even with an overlap with the crystal.

For each hybrid structure, we compare the maximum SHG intensity experimentally mea-

sured on the single crystal (from the polarization analysis before the electronic lithography),

the bare plasmonic antennas and the hybrid itself under identical experimental conditions

(con�guration, laser wavelength, power, and input polarization). All 80 studied hybrid sys-

tems have higher SHG signals than individual components. In particular, Figure 3(b) shows

the ratio between the SHG intensities from the hybrid structures and the corresponding bare

antennas as a function of maximum intensity from the antenna system, for hybrid antenna

sets i. in grey (regular Al antennas), ii. in green (elongated Al antennas) and iii. in orange

(regular Au antennas). To estimate uncertainties, systematic SHG observation has been run

on 183 doubly resonant aluminum antennas with the same fabrication parameters (220 nm

long, 100 nm wide, 35 nm thick), which found 25% standard deviation on the SHG intensity.

Since the ratio between hybrid structures and bare antennas is calculated with the respect

to the maximum SHG intensity among the 2 antennas of the plasmonic dimer, this gives

18% uncertainty on the measured ratios.

SHG signal collected from the bare antennas is higher for aluminum antennas compared

to gold, especially for set ii. In addition, the average SHG enhancement factor between bare

plasmonic antennas and hybrid structures is about 11 for set i., 4 for set ii. and 16 for set

iii.. On the other hand, Figure 3(c) presents the ratio between the SHG intensities from the

hybrid structure and the corresponding nanocrystal as a function of the nanocrystal SHG

intensity. We observe that the intensity distribution of bare crystals covers nearly 3 orders of

magnitude (due to size dispersion) while it is narrower for each set of bare antennas (for which

the dimension is controlled by lithography). Enhancement factors reach several hundreds,

even in the case of Au antennas which do not have plasmonic resonance at SHG wavelength.

The best enhancement is clearly obtained for set ii., indicating that the shape and gap size

play an important role on the hybrid structure e�ciency. Note that enhancement factors are

by construction larger for smaller nanocrystal sizes (and therefore smaller intensities).
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To understand the in�uence of the hybrid system parameters on its nonlinear e�ciency,

quantitative FEM numeric simulations10,21,34 were used and compared to experimental data.

Figures 4 (a) and (b) show the simulated SHG intensity enhancement between a single

84 nm-wide, 25 nm-thick cylindrical KTP crystal, and the corresponding hybrid structure

of (a) gold and (b) aluminum. Antenna width and thickness are �xed to 118 and 35 nm

respectively while their length Lx and gap gx are varied. The simulations use the crystal-

lographic orientation of an observed crystal as determined by the method described before

with (ϑ, φ, ψ)=(130◦,0◦,20◦), assuming that the antenna main axis is aligned with the pro-

jection of the crystallographic z axis in the xy plane of the laboratory frame (or equivalently,

φ = 0◦). Maximum enhancement factors with respect to the bare crystal are predicted at

860 for Al and 200 for Au, which are within the range of experimental values of Figure

3(c) for the sets ii. (elongated Al) and iii. (Au). They occur for di�erent antenna lengths

(210 and 150 nm respectively) but always with a minimal antenna gap. This con�rms that

the near-�eld coupling between antennas and crystal is essential to explain the predicted

nonlinear enhancement e�ect. Besides, this also explains why set i. (regular Al antennas)

shows inferior values to set ii., since the elongated antennas are both closer to the crystals

(or even in contact) and with lengths closer to 210 nm. Figure 4 (c) and (d) are absorption

spectra obtained for the conditions indicated by the red circles respectively on (a) and (b),

on which the excitation and collection wavelengths are indicated by red and blue lines re-

spectively. As one can see, the hybrid structures indeed correspond to resonant conditions

at the fundamental and/or harmonic wavelengths.

Let us now focus on the question of the origin of the measured enhancement. Two (non-

exclusive) hypotheses can be made: either (H1) the nonlinear response of the antennas

themselves is increased because of the dielectric environment change induced by the crystal

placed in the antenna gap, or (H2) the response of the crystal itself is enhanced by the

plasmon resonances of the antennas (linear response). So far, both hypotheses have received

supporting data from the literature, with Linnenbank et al17 explaining their observed 2-
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Figure 4: Numerical simulations of the predicted SHG enhancement in logarithmic scale with

respect to the bare crystal for (a) Au-KTP or (b) Al-KTP hybrid structure, as a function of the

length Lx of both antennas and their edge-to-edge distance gx along their main axis. Width is �xed

at 118 nm, thickness at 35 nm for the antennas, while crystal is 84 nm wide by 25 nm thick. (c) and

(d) are absorption spectra obtained with antenna gap and length indicated by the red circles on (a)

and (b), respectively. Color lines indicate excitation (red) and collection (violet) wavelengths.
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fold enhancement by (H1), Zhou et al35 and Utikal et al36 by (H2) whereas Hentschel et

al18 conclude that both e�ects are present simultaneously and cannot be ignored from each

other. As a consequence, careful comparison has to be made with respect to simulations

where contributions from both the nonlinear crystal and the plasmonic antennas can be

taken into account simultaneously or separately. To this end, we compare in Figure 5 the

experimental SHG response on excitation cartography for (a) the individual crystal (before

hybrid structure fabrication), (b) the hybrid structure with the same crystal, and (c) Au

antennas with the same drawing pattern fabricated nearby without crystal. The red arrow

indicates the linear polarization of the incident light. As indicated, a 46-fold enhancement

is observed for the hybrid structure compared to the crystal, while antennas have a 6 times

lower SHG intensity than the hybrid. These numbers, which are in the range between the

reported 15-fold enhancement from colloidal single hybrid dimers16 and the 500-fold increase

in core-shell Au-BaTiO3 particles,
13 are covered by the scatter plot in graphs of Figure 5(b)

and (c), thus showing good agreement with previous results in the literature for similar

systems.

In order to identify the origin of the nonlinear e�ciency increase and rule out one hypoth-

esis or the other, we have run simulations corresponding to each of the experimental cases,

respectively represented on Figures 5(d), (f) and (h) for gold-KTP structures. Predicted

intensities, expressed with respect to simulated hybrid structure intensity, show the correct

orders of magnitude in enhancements (see the multiplication factors in each panel). The

cartography maps are also in fair agreement. The slight di�erences can also be interpreted

as the result of shape di�erences between the real structure and the simulated one (size,

form and gap), as evidenced by the large in�uence of these parameters as shown in Figure

5(a). Further information is obtained by simulating the hybrid structure without nonlinear

response either from the antennas or from the crystal, while still keeping the linear prop-

erties of each material. Figures 5(e) and (g) show the corresponding maps: removing the

nonlinearity of the plasmonic antennas does not change the overall SHG intensity nor the
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cartography shape, whereas keeping only linear dielectric properties for the crystal reduces

the SHG intensity by a factor of 9 and changes dramatically the SHG excitation map from 1

lobe to 2 lobes. In accordance with the experimental data, these results show undoubtfully

that the SHG enhancement observed in single hybrid structures made of KTP nanocrystal

and Au dimer is attributed to the presence of resonant antennas near the nonlinear crystal

according to hypothesis (H2).

The case of aluminum based hybrid structures is drastically di�erent. Indeed, while bulk

contribution d in equation 4 is of the order of 1 in gold, the value of the surface contribution

a of equation 3 in aluminum is -22 according to experimental data by Murphy et al .24

This e�ect, combined with double resonant conditions achievable in aluminum antennas,10

explains why simulations predict a stronger nonlinear contribution from plasmonic antennas.

As a result, the same analysis as in Figure 5, presented in the Supporting informations, tends

to show that in an optimized aluminum-KTP structure, the main contribution to the SHG

comes from the plasmonic antennas themselves, in accordance with hypothesis H1, since
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removing the nonlinearity from the KTP crystal does not signi�cantly change the total SHG

intensity. This also means that the enhancement factor between bare antennas and hybrid

structure is of the order of 1, thus limiting the interest of hybrid structure design in terms

of e�ciency magni�cation for the case of aluminum. Still, aluminum-based design shows

higher nonlinear conversion e�ciency under our experimental conditions as compared with

gold-based structures.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated that plasmonic hybrid structures coupling a plasmonic antenna and

a SHG emitting nanoparticle can lead to an enhancement of the SHG emission with respect

to the one of each component. On the one hand, for gold dimer and KTP crystal combina-

tion, comparison with simulations attribute unequivocally the origin of this enhancement to

the plasmonic resonance in the antenna, which, when placed in the vicinity of a nonlinear

crystal, increases the intrinsic response of the latter and helps it couple to the far-�eld. On

the other hand, the same comparison between experiment and numerical simulations for

aluminum-KTP structures show that the nonlinear contribution of the plasmonic antennas

is superior to the enhancement e�ect on the crystal in this case, due to both stronger in-

trinsic nonlinear susceptibility of aluminum and double resonant conditions in nanodimers.

These results rely on the optimization of each parameter of the structure thanks to far-�eld

crystallographic analysis and FEM simulation tools that successfully predict the nonlinear re-

sponse of each component quantitatively, without any free parameter. This work introduces

a general framework that can be used for di�erent geometries, materials or phenomena. One

particular �nding is that the closer the crystal from the antenna(s), the larger the enhance-

ment factor. Therefore, con�gurations such as patch antennas where the crystal is on top

or under a plasmonic antenna, could be particularly interesting to study. In addition, more

systematic fabrication methods developped in recent years can turn the fabrication protocol
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presented here into a systematic approach, paving the way to rigorous study of di�erent

parameters on the performances of hybrid structures. Finally, the obtained results can be

transferred to other nonlinear optical phenomena such as non-degenerate Sum Frequency

Generation, or the reverse phenomenon, namely Spontaneous Parametric Down Conversion

which has not yet been observed in hybrid structures.

Experimental section

In order to reach the single particle level in nonlinear optical studies, the experimental setup

needs to reach di�raction-limited spatial resolution, nanometer positioning precision, high

light sensitivity and low optical noise level. Each part of the setup used in this study has

been designed to meet these goals. The laser source is a Ti:Sapphire working on a 100-

femtosecond pulsed mode with a repetition rate of 80 MHz and a central wavelength of 850

nm. The average optical power for SHG experiments is set at 100 µW by using variable

neutral density �lters in order to avoid optical damage for plasmonic structures. We use an

immersion oil microscope objective (x100, 1.3 numerical aperture) for the focusing of the

laser beam as well as the collection of signals in re�exion mode, providing di�raction-limited

spot size of 330 and 165 nm respectively at the excitation (fundamental) and harmonic

frequencies. SHG photons are separated from the input beam optical axis by using 685

nm single-edge dichroic beamsplitter (DeltaMicroscopy FF685-Di02). To compensate for

chromatic aberrations from the microscope objective, remote-controlled telescopes are used

so as to make both excitation and signal wavelength focal planes overlapping at the surface of

the sample. Regarding nano-positioning of the sample, closed-loop piezoelectric translation

stages are set under it to provide lateral scanning capabilities with nanometer precision with

respect to the laser beam focal spot. Coupled with a tracking algorithm, the full computer

control of the setup automatically optimizes the optical signal by tuning the positioning

and chromatic aberration compensation before each set of measurements, thus providing
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optimized and reproducible experimental conditions. The collected light is then spectrally

selected by a monochromator with 150 g/mm grating and analyzed through a polarizing

beam-splitter coupled to two low-noise Avalanche Photodiode modules (PerkinElmer SPCM-

AQR-16). An ultra-fast acquisition card (Fast ComTec MCS6A) is synchronized with the

laser pulses to discriminate between time-correlated SHG signals and ambient or dark-noise,

reducing average dark count rates to a few Hz for each module.

KTP nanocrystals were synthesized using a procedure previously reported in.31 Brie�y,

titanium butoxide was mixed with HCl in distilled water. A solution of KH2PO4 in distilled

water was then added. After pH adjustment at 6 and stirring for 24 hours, the precipitate

was centrifuged and dried at 100◦C. It was then annealed at 700◦C for 2 hours, allowing

the crystallization of the KTiOPO4 (KTP) phase. Thanks to the presence of excess KCl,

further removed by dissolution in water, the crystallization is limited, leading to nanosized

KTP crystals.

The sample used in our experiments consists in a 170 µm-thick glass substrate (Zeiss 1.5

coverslip). The plasmonic structures are fabricated using standard electron beam lithogra-

phy, using exactly the same protocol for aluminum and gold structures. After cleaning with

acetone in an ultrasound bath and rinsed with isopropanol and deionized water, a 3-minutes

oxygen plasma cleaning removes any organic residue on the surface. After this, a 3% PMMA

layer is deposited and spin-coated on the surface before 180◦C baking for 5 minutes. A 15-nm

thick gold layer is deposited on the resist by electron-gun evaporation to evacuate charges

during electronic lithography, because of the dielectric nature of the substrate. After lithog-

raphy, the gold layer is chemically removed using KI/I2 solution. The resist is then developed

in a 0◦C isopropanol-deionized water (3:1) solution before isopropanol rinsing. Finally, a 35-

nm thick metallic layer (gold or aluminum) is deposited onto the sample using electron-gun

evaporation, before N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone lift-o� at 80◦C. All measurements performed on

nanocrystals and plasmonic structures have been realized using scanning electron microscopy

(SEM), with a typical precision of ±3 nm on the values (determined by successive measure-
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ment performed on the same structures), while thickness has been determined using atomic

force microscopy.

Once the realignment gold structures have been realized on the glass substrate by electron

beam lithography, deposition of the crystals is made by spin-coating an aqueous solution con-

taining the nanocrystals onto the substrate at room temperature and at a speed of 6000 rpm

for 30 seconds, after oxygen plasma exposition of the substrate to make it more hydrophilic.

After this, SEM imaging enables us to localize areas of interest containing enough crystals

to get many potential hybrid structures, while not too densely to avoid several-crystals ag-

glomerates that are not useful for our purpose. In total, 122 crystals have been observed in

4 areas and studied using SHG polarization analysis, from which 122 hybrid structures have

been realized, including 80 exploitable ones. The other ones either had their crystal "disap-

pear" on SEM images after fabrication (probably being under the plasmonic antennas), or

were in an area where the lift-o� step failed.

Numerical simulations are based on a four step procedure. First, the local excitation

�elds at the fundamental frequency are evaluated using analytic methods accounting for

the tight focusing by the microscope objective, the presence of immersion oil as well as

the refraction induced by the glass substrate.37 Then, Maxwell's equations are numerically

solved at the fundamental frequency within the scattered �eld formulation to determine the

electric �eld in the vicinity of the nanostructure. The linear optical properties of the latter

are described using tensorial dielectric functions, in agreement with the crystal anisotropy.

In the third step, the nonlinear source current are computed using either the Rudnick and

Stern parameters21,23,38,39 for the plasmonic antennas or the nonlinear susceptibility tensor for

the nonlinear crystal.40 This allows solving Mawxell's equations at the harmonic frequency

using here a soft formulation to properly include the nonlinear currents, avoiding thereby

continuity issues for surface contributions. Finally, the fourth step consists in analytically

propagating the harmonic electric �eld back through the substrate and collection microscope

objective (using a Green's tensor framework) and focusing it onto the detector37 in order to
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quantitatively evaluate the measured SHG signal. Note that there is no adjustable parameter

in these simulations as the dielectric functions and nonlinear susceptibilities are taken from

tabulated values and the antenna parameters are deduced from AFM (height) or SEM (length

and width) images. The experimental transmission through the entire optical setup as well as

the detector e�ciency are not included in order to provide a general validity to the presented

simulations.
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